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INCLUSIONS FOR CLASSES OF LACUNARY SETS

C. S. CHUN AND A. R. FREEDMAN*

1. Introduction

A sequence, aI<tl2<a2<"" of positive integers is called lacunary if
the difference seguence dll-all+1-all tends to infinity as n---H>O.

In several recent papers we have made use of these sequences in an
alysis and combinatorics. In [6J we show that the class L of all sets
which are either finite or the range of a lacunary sequence is "full" in
the sense that if (tk) is a real sequence and ~kEd tk 1<00 for each
LEL, then (tk) is an II sequence. In [3J the class Z of all finite
unions of sets of L is shown to consist of exactly those sets of integers,
A, whose characteristic sequence, lA, is in the well known summability
space bs+co. More recently, in [lJ, we study lacunary sequences in
connection with the conjecture of P. ErdOs that, if a set A of integers
satisfies ~aEA1/a= 00, then A contains arbitrarily long arithmetic prog
ressions. It turns out that Erdos' conjecture is true if, and only if, it is
true for all sets in L, and that the conjectue is indeed true for all sets
in L1, a certain full subclass of L to ~ defined below.

In this paper we introduce some natural subclasses of L and prove
inclusions among them and among their closures with respect to finite
unions and subsets. These subclasses were suggested by the combinatorial
and· analytical work done in [lJ and [3J. Furthermore, the use of
lacunary sets goes back as far as the classical contribution of G. G.
Lorentz [5J. These statements notwithstanding, the proofs of these
inclusions became so demanding, that the results seem to generate an
interest in themselves aside from any possible applications.

For a class S of subsets of the natural numbers I we define S* and [SJ
to be the "hereditary closure" and closure under finite unions of S res-
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pectively, that is,
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S*= {A : AcS for some SES},
[SJ = {A : A=SI US2 U ... US1 for some SiES and k~O}.

It is easy to see that [S*J = [8]*. Moreover, a class of sets A is of
the form [S*J if and only if A = 21 or A is a "zero-class", that is,
the class of sets of zero upper density with respect to some density on
I (see [2J and [4J).

We now define the subclasses of L in which we are interested. For
an integer j ~0 define LMj to be the class of all lacunary sequences for
which s-;:;'t implies that ds-;:;,dt+j. Further, we define L1 to be the
"monotone" lacunary sequences LMo• Finally, define two subclasses of
L1 thus:

2. Inclusions

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to proving the following
diagrams. In every case the inclusion itself is a trivial consequence of
the definitions. It is in proving the two classes to be equal or unequal,
as the case may be, that the real difficulties arise.

[~]~

[~J ~ [LM,] ~ [LMjJ ~ [L] (1)
[L3J~

where l-;:;'i<j and [L2J and [L3J are incomparable. If we remove the
closure under finite unions from each of the above classes the same
inclusions hold by definition. However we get the following for heredi
tary closure * of these classes.

Li ~

L'f ~L'ft.=L*=L (2)
Lt ~

for all i~1. Li and L! remain incomparable. Finally, taking both
closures we get

[L!] ~ [L;] = [LtJ ~ [LJ.

We omit the simple proof of our first proposition.

PROPOSITION 1. If AcBc21 and A is full, so is B.

(3)
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PROPOSITION 2. AC21 is full if and only if [A] is full if and only

if A * is full.

Proof. If A is full then by Proposition 1, [A] and A* are full.

Supose [A] is full, and (tk) is a sequence in R such that ~k=dtkl=

00. Then there exists AE [A] such that ~kEA Itk 1= 00. Let A=A1 U
A 2U..• UAn where AiE A for i = 1, 2, "', It. Then there exist i such that
~ kEA; Itk I= 00. Hence A is full.

Suppose that A * is full. If ~k=ll tk I= 00, there exists A E A * such
that ~kEAltkl=oo. Let AcB whereBEA. Then obviously ~kEBltkl=

00 and REA. Therefore A is full.

PROPOSITION 3. L, Ll, L 2 are full.

Proof. Since L 2C L 1 C L, we only need to show that L 2 is full. Let
(t~ be a real sequence such that ~k=lltkl=00. For each n, there exists
bnEI such that ~bllt(bn+W)I=00.

We construct two sequences (Mn)'::=2, and (Nn)'::=l III I with the
following properties:

Nn<Mn+l<Nn+l (n~l) (4)

Nn==Mn==bn mod 2n (n~2) (5)

MT.t+l N n mod (2n+ 1) (n~l) (6)

Mn>bn (n~2) (7)

~aEB[2n.Mn.Nn] Ital>l (n~2) (8)

~aEB[2n.Mn.Nn]l/a>1 (n~2) (9)

where R[s, a, b] = {a, a+s, a+2s, "', a+ [(b-a) / s]s} .

Take N1=b1 and suppose that we have constructed two squences
(Mn)~~l and (Nn)~~f such that (4) and (6) are true for n=1,2, "',
m-2 and (5), (7), (8) and (9) are true for n=2, 3, "', m-1. Since 2'T.t
and 2m- 1+1 are relatively prime, we can find MmEI such that

Mm==bm mod 2m,
Mm==Nm- 1 mod (2m- 1+1) ,

Mm>bm and Mm>Nm- 1•

Since ~k=llt(bm+k2m)I=00 and Mm==bm mod 2m we have ~k=1It<Mm+k2m)1

= 00. Clearly ~k=ll/ (Mm+k2m) = 00.

Now we can. take Nm large enough such that

Nm-Mm mod 2m,
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I:aEB[2m,Mm,Nm] Ital>l,
I:aEB[2m,Mm,NmJ1/ a>1.

Let
A= U ;=1 (B[2k+ 1, Nk' Mk+l] U B[2k+1, Mhlo Nk+l])'

Clearly AE~ and I:aEAltal=oo.

PROPOSITION 4. The class L3 is not full. Thus [L'n ~ [LTJ.

Proof. The sequence 1/k satistfies I:;=11/k= 00. But, for any infinite
set A in~, I:aEA1/a<00. The last statement follows since [L1'] is
full.

PROPOSITION 4 also establishes the corresponding inclusion in diagram
(1) and (2).

PROPOSITION 5. [L~] = [Ln.

Proof. Obviously [L~J c [Ln. For [Ln c [L~J, we only need to
show L l C [L;]. In fact we show that, for any infinite set A= {an} E

L10 AcBl U B2 where B10 B2 are members of L2. For nz1, let d n=
an+l-an. We know, dns,dn+l for each n and lim dn=oo. Thus we can
find so, tl EI such that d l s,at1- (al +Sodl) <2d1<dt1 and I:j:"11/ (al + jd1)
>1. Suppose that we have thus have constructed SO<Sl<"'<Sm-1o to=
1<t1<...<tm such that

d tk- 1S,atk - (atk- 1 +Sk-ld tk-1) <2dtk- 1<dtk

and

I:j~n/ (atk + jdk-1) >1
for k=l, 2, "', m. Again, since dnsdn+l for each n and lim d n= 00,
we can find Sm and tm+l such that

Sm-1<Sm and tm<tm+1
d tm S,atm+1- (atm+smdtm) <dtm+1 and I:;':.11/ (at..+jdt..)>1.

For n= 1, 2, 3, ..., let

Pn= {at", at"+dt", "', at"+sndt,,}
W n= {at", a(t,,+lh •", at,,+1} .

Then we have, I:aEp"l/a>1 and A= U :=1Wn. Let

B1=P1 UW2UP3 U W 4 U"'UP2n- l U W 2n U'"
B2= WI U P 2U W 3 UP4 U ... U W2n-1UP2nU ....

Clearly BiE~ for i=l, 2 and AcBl U B2.
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We have shown that [Ln=[LiJ. We proceed to show that L~~

Lt·

DEFINITION 1. (1) Let a, xl> Xz, ..., Xn be positive integers with a=xI +
xz+'" +xn and XI::::;;XZ::::;; •.. ::::;;xn. Then (Xb Xz, ..•, xn) is called a monotone
partition of a of length n. (2) Let (ab az, "', an) be any finite sequence
of positive integers and let

(Ylb YIZ, "', YIkl' YZI, yzz, ..., YZk2' ..., Ynb ..., Ynk,) (10)

be a nondecreasing sequence such that (Yib YiZ, ..., Yik) is a monotone
partition of ai' Then the block (10) is called a monotone partition of
the sequence (ab az, ••., an).

DEFINITION 2. Let (xn) be a sequence and (t (n)) a strictly increasing
sequence of positive integers with t(l) =1. Then (XtCnh XtCnHb ...,
Xten+l)-I) is called the n-th part of (Xn):=l with respect to the (t(n)).

LEMMA 6. Let P>2 be a prime number and let (al> az, , ap) be the
sequence with ai=p, for all i=1,2, ••., p. Let (Yll' YIZ, , YIkl' YZb ••• ,
YZk2' •••, Ypb Ypz, "', YPk) be a monotone partition of (ab az, ••., ap) with
Yll>1. Then kp=l and YpI=P,

Proof. Suppose that kp> 1. Then Ypkp<P and since P is a prime,
YPI<YPkp- It follows that ki>l for all i<p since if ki=l, then Yi1=P
>YfJkp, which is a contradiction. Furthermore, Yil<Yik; since ai=p is a
prime. Therefore 1<Yll<YZI<...<YPI<P which is a contradiction.

PROPOSITION 7. L~~Lt.

Proof· We construct AELt-L~. Let Pm be the m-th prime number.
Let Dm= (Pm, Pm, "', Pm) be Pm repetitions of Pm. Let {dn} = (Db Dz, ...,
Dm, ...) and finally let the sequence A = (an) be defined such that al = 1
and an+l=an+dn.

Clearly AELIeLi. Suppose that AEL~ and so AcB= {bn}, where
BELz. Let eu=bu+l-bu for u~l. Since B is lacunary there exists N
such that, for any k~N,ek>1. If t(m)=1+I:7.:l Pi then {atCm),atCmHb
.••, atCm+l)-I} is the m-th part of A corresponding to the m-th part Dm
of {dn}. Take m such that bN::::;;atcm)' For each i, since AcB, some
part of feu} is a monotone partition of D j • Then bN::::;;atcm)=b., for
some s, and thus N::::;;s and es>1. By Lemma 6, if atcm+I)::::;;bu<bu+I
::::;;atCm+Z)-b then Pm::::;;eu::::;;Pm+I' By Bertrand's postulat(i. e., Pi+I<2Pj)
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we get (1/2) Pm+l<Pm-::;'eu' Hence eu+eu+l>Pm+l' This implies that
eu=Pm+l' Thus A and Bare asymtotically equal. Hence BEL2 implies
AEL2• But the following computation shows that AE~. For each n,

L:~!:tt,;l+l1/ ak= L:t'=11/ {at<m) + (k-1) Pm}

<J:"'1/ {at<m)+xPm} dx

=llog atCm+l)
Pm atCm)

1 I { P~+'··+P;'}=- og 1+-~'"::-'-..,-_'-:"'-'=;;--

Pm 1+p~ +···+P~-l

=llog{l+ P;' }
Pm 1+p~ +"'+P~-l

<-L. P:'
- Pm l+P~+"'+P~-l

< Pm
1+pf+···+P~-l

< Pm
1+L:'k=Ik2

Thus, using the Prime Number Theorem,

L:aEAl/a=l+L::=I(L:t~~!:m1/ak)

<1 + L::=l 1+ ~~fk2

< + ""''''' mlogmr S~m=l 3
m

<r+sL::=1Iog2m<00
m

where rand s are positive constants.

PROPOSITION 8. L; etL~ and L~ etL;.

Proof. Suppose that L;CL!. Since LI is full, L! would also be
full. This contradicts Proposition 4.

Suppose that L!cLI, then L!=L! ULI=L! which contradicts
Proposition 7.

Next we show that [LI] ~ [L]. This will establish the corresponding
inclusions in diagram (3) and (after Proposition 12 below) in diagram·
(2). First we present two lemmas.

LEMMA 9. Let x, u and v be positive integers. Suppose that
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x+ (x-I) +...+ (x-u+1) =d1+dz+···+da,
(x-u) + (x-u-1) +...+ (x-u-v+1) =da+1+···+da+tl>

d l <S.dz<s' ... <S. d a+p and d l> (1/2) uv(u+v).

Then we have dl <da +p•

Proof· Suppose that d l =dz= ... =da+p• Then

ux- (l!2)u(u-1) =ad l

vx- (1/2)v(2u+v-1) = {3dl ·

It follows that

99

uvx- (1/2)uv(u-1) =avdl
uvx- (1/2)uv(2u+v-1) ={3udl .

Substracting, we get (1/2) uv (u+v) = (av-{3u)d l • Thus d l divides
(l!2)uv(u+v), which contradicts the hypothesis.

We omit the proof of the second lemma:

LEMMA 10. Let Mt, H t (t=1,2, "', r), G and B be given reals which
satisfy Ht+l=Ht+Mtfor t "1,2"',r-1 and Mt=(l+G)t-lMl for t=
1,2, "', r. Then Mt=G(Ht+B) for t=l, 2, "', r.

PROPOSITION 11. [LI *] ~ [L].

Proof. Containment is clear since LfcL*=L. For m~l, let Dm=
(mz+m-1, mZ+m-2, "', m). The sequence (d,;) = (Db Dz, Ds, ...) will
be the difference for a set A = {an} with al = 1. It is clear that A E L.
We will prove that AE [Lf]. Let us assume, otherwise, that AcAl
uAzU···UAr where each AiELI. For each i, 1 <S.i<S.r, we write A i=
{a~} and d~=a~+l-a~. Since the Ai are lacunary sets there is an N

such that n~N implies d~ ~ (3r)S for all i. Take a*=max {dt : l<S.i
<S. r} .

Consider the part Pm of A corresponding to Dm. That is

where aCt) =1+I:~;;J i2 = (1/6) (t-1)t(2t-1) +1 and (daCm), daCm)+h "',
daCm+D-I) =Dm. We consider m large enough so that a* <S.aaCm)' Let
Mo=3r, B= (1/2) (3r-1), G=9rs, M I=G(m+3r+B) and Mt= (l+
G)t-IMl for t=l, 2, "', r. Then we have

Mr+Mr-I+···+MI+Mo= (lIG) {(I +G)r-1} M1+Mo
= {(I+G)r-1} (m+3r+B) +3r.
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Since M r +..,+M o is thus a polynomial in m of degree 1, we can
further choose m such that m2> M r+ .. ,+Mo.

We will partition some of Pm into r+1 blocks Ln Lr-1> "', Lx. Lo
thus:

Lt= {aj: a(m+I) - (Mo+M1+···+Mt ) -::;'j-::;'
a(m+I) - (Mo+M1+···+Mt - 1)}.

Hence Lt+l is to the left of Lt with the rightmost point of Lt+l and the
leftmost point of L t equal. Furthermore, each L t has M t+1 points in
it and thus represents M t differences of A. Finally, since Mr+Mr- 1+
···+Mo+I-::;'m2=a(m+I)-a(m), it follows that ULtcPm• Also, the
rightmost point of L o is aa(m+l)'

Let Ht be the smallest difference dn represented in the block Lt (it
occurs at the right hand end of Lt ). Since, within Pm, the differences
decrease by one at each point we clearly get Ht+l=Ht+Mt for O-::;'t<r.
Note that Ho=m so that H 1=m+3r. We can apply LEMMA 10 and
obtain Mt=G(Ht+B) for t=I, 2, "', r. Note that M t is divisbile by 3r.
We now partition L t into Mtl3r blocks If, n, ..., I~./3r thus:

11= {aj: a(m+l)-(Mo+···+Mt)+(k-I)3r-::;'j-::;'
a(m+I) - (Mo+···+Mt) +k'3r}

Here I I is to the left of 11+1 with one point in common. The number
of elements of A in Ii is 3r+1. Since IicA1UA2 U···UAn we get
that for some i

IIi () Ai 1>3.
Let ap=a~, ap,=ai+a and ap"=a~+,,,+p be three elements of Ii () Ai'

The following equations result:

x+ (x-I) + + (x-u)=d~+d~+1+···+d~+a-l

(x-u-I) + (x-u-2) + + (x-u-v) =d~+a+d~+a+1+···+d~+p-l

where x=dp, u=p'-p, v=p"-p'. Recall dj-::;'dj+l and d~>(3r)3>

(l!2) uv (u+v) (since u+v-::;'3r). We can apply LEMMA 9 and get
d~<d~+a+p-l' Thus we conclude that, for any It, there exists an Ai
such that d ~ strictly increases at least once for elements of Ai in the
interval [min lA, max In.

We first look at L n the left most of the L i • According to the last
paragraph, since there are Mrj 3r blocks I ~ in. Ln there are at least
M r/3r increases of the d~ among Ax. A 2, ••• , A r• Thus there exists io
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such that, for points of A io within the interval [min L,., max LrJ, d~'

increases at least Mr/3r2 times. Let d~~ be the largest difference of A.·o
in the interval [min L,., max LrJ. Clearly d~~>Mr/3r2. On the other
hand Mr/3r2= (3r) Mr/9r3= (3r)Mr/G= (3r) (Hr+B) = (3r) (2Hr+3r
1) /2. This last number is the diameter of the interval determined by
I M,/3r' That is,

d~,>max IM,/3r-min IM,/3r'

Evidently this diameter exceeds any diameter of the interval determined
by I J when t<r. It follows that IA io n I J I~ 1 for any j, t where t<r.
Without loss of generality we may assume io=l.

Now we look at L r- 1• Again, for the M r-d3r blocks, /k-r, there is
an Ai such that IA;nlJ-1 123. Clearly N::1 and it follows, as before,
that there is an i l (*- 1) such that, for points of A;l within the interval
[min L r- 1o max Lr-lJ. d~' increases at least M r_d3r2 times. We may
assume i1=2. The largest difference d~,-l thus exceeds Mr_d3r2• So
that, as before, IA2n Ij I~ 1 for t<r-l.

We repeat this process r times and then look at Lo=I~. It follows
from the above that IA; n I ~ I~ 1 for all i = 1, 2, "', r. But this implies
that 3r+1= II~ I=n n (AI U A2U ... U Ar) I~r a contradiction.

PROPOSITION 12. L11=L.

Proof. Let A= {a;} EL and set No=l. For any k21, there exists
Nk>Nk-1 such that dn>k2 whenever n>Nk. For each n with Nk<n~

Nk+1o we let dn=qnk+rn, where O~rn<k. Thus qnk=dn-rn>k2-k=
(k-l)k. Hence qn>k-1 and dn= (qn-rn)k+ (k+1)rn where qn-rn is
positive. Let a n= (an1o an2, "', a nqn) be the finite sequence (k, k, "', k,
k+1, k+l, "', k+l) where there are qn-rn many k and rn many k+l.
Let

(em) = (ab a2, a3, ...)
= (au, a12, "', alqp a2b "', a2q2' "', anb "', a nqn, ...).

It follows from the definition of an that, for n~m, an;~amj+1 for any
i and j. Hence, letting b1=al and bm+1=bn+em, the set B= {bm: mE
I} ELMI•

For any n, dnanl+"'+anqn' Thus, for anEA, an=al+ L:i;'::~d;=al+

L:i;.::f(L:J::laij) =bm, where m=l+L:t=lq;. Hence AcB and LcL11'
The reverse inclusion is immediate.
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Next we show that [LM,] ~ [LMj] for i<j. We need a lemma:

LEMMA 13. Suppose that d, m, s, t, u, v, i and j are nonnegative integers
such that d>m2+m, i<j<m, s~m, l::::;;v::::;;m and l~t~m, then

1) v(d+j) ~t(d+j)+i implies v~t and v(d+j)::::;; (d+j),
2) vd~td+i implies v~t and vd~td,

3) v (d+j) ~s(d+j)+td+i implies v<s+t and v (d+j) <s(d+j)+td,
4) v (d+j) +sd~td+i implies v+s<t and v (d+j) +sd<td,
5) vd~sd+t(d+j) +i implies v~s+t and vd<sd+t(d+j),
6) vd+s(d+j) ~t(d+j) +i implies v+s~t and vd+ (d+ j) <t(d+j),

Proof. The proofs of 1), 3), 5) are similar to those of 2), 4), 6) res-
pectively. We prove only 1),3) and 5):

1) v(d+j) ~t(d+j)+i<t(d+j) +d+j= (t+1) (d+1). Hence v<
t+1 so that v::::;;t.

3) v(d+ j) ::::;;s(d+j) +td+i<s(d+j) +t(d+j) = (s+t)(d+j) which
proves the first part. Now v(d+j)::::;;(s+t-1)(d+j)=s(d+j)+td+
(t-1)j-d<s(d+j) +td since (t-1)j-d<m2- (m2+m) <0.

5) Since vd~sd+t(d+j)+i is equivalent to -i-tj~ (s+t-v)d,
we have -d<-m-m2< -i-tj::::;; (s+t-v)d. Thus we get -l«s+t
-v) or, v~s+t. If vd ?:'sd+t(d+j) then we have (v-s)d?:.t(d+j).
This implies v-s>t which is a contradiction.

PROPOSITION 14. [LM;] ~ [LMJ for O::::;;i<j.

Proof. We make the following definitions:
L m= (m3+ j, m3+ j, ..., m3+ j), m repititions of m3+ j,

R".= (m3, m3, ••• , m3), m repititions of m3,

Bm= (Lm, R"., Lm, Rm, .•., Lm, R".), m repititions of Lm, R".,
(dn) = (Bh B2, "', Bm, ••• ),

A= {an} where an=1+d1+···+dn- h

A[am, an] = tar : m::::;;r~n},

A(am, an) = tar : m<r<n},
a(m, t) =1+2(12 +22 + ... + (m-1)2) +2(t-1)m for l~m, l::::;;t~m+l.

f3(m, t) =a(m, t) +m.

Note that a(m+1, l)=a(m, m+l). For 1~t~m+1 define

ALmt=A[aacm,o, apcm,o],
ARmt=A[apcm,t), aacm,t+l)],

Af.a=A(aaCm,t), apcm,o)
A~mt=A(apcm,t), aacm,t+l))·
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then Am is the m-th part of A corresponding Bm• It is clear that
AELMjc [LMjJ.

Suppose that X= {xq} ELM; and XcA. We will show that, if j<m

and d=m3>m2+m, then

IXnARmml :S;;2.
Let {Yq} be the difference sequence of {xq} and f be the function on

I such that xq=af(q). Then f(s+ 1) -f(s) equals the number of terms
in the sum Ys=df(s) +df (s)+l+··· +df(s+D-lo At first we will consider
the following six cases.

(i) If a.. (m,t) :S;;xq<Xq+l<Xq+2:S;;ajJ<m,t) (i. e., three consecutive elements
of x are in A Lmt), then, since xELM; so that Yq:S;;Yq+l+i, we have

Xq+l-Xq:S;;Xq+2-Xq+l +i, af(q+D-af(q) :S:;;af(q+2)+i,
(J(q+1) -f(q» (d+j):S;; (f(q+2) -f(q+1» (d+j) +i, where d=m3•

By the LEMMA 13, case 1), we conclude that

f(q+l) -f(q) :S;;f(q+2) -f(q+1) and Yq:S;;Yq+l.

(ii) Similarly, if Xq<Xq+l<Xq+2 are in the interval A Rmt, then we
apply the LEMMA 13 case 2) and we get

f(q+1) -f(q) :S;;f(q+2) -f(q+1) and Yq:S;;Yq+l.

(iii) If aa(m.O :S;;xq<Xq+l :S;;ap(m.t) <xq+2:S;;aa(m.t+D that is, x q, Xq-rl are
in A Lmt and Xq+2 is in ARm!, then, since Xq+l-Xq:S:;;Xq+2-Xq+l+i, it
follows that

afCq+l) -af(q) :S;;af(q+2) -af(q+l) +i

=ap(m, t) -afCq+l) +af(q+2) -ap(m. t) +i,

which is equivalent to

(f(q+ 1) -f(q» (d+ j) :s;; (f3(m, t) -f(q+1» (d+ j)
+ (f(q+2) -f3(m, t»d+i.

Now we apply the LEMMA 13 case 3) and get
f(q+ 1) -f(q) <f(q+2) -f(q+1) and so Yq<Yq+l.

(iv) Similarly if

aaCm,t) :S;;xq<ap(m,t) :S;;xq+l<Xq:S;;aa(m.t+D,

that is, xq is in A Lmt and Xq+h Xq+2 are in A Rmh then we can apply the
LEMMA 13 case 4) and get

f(q+1) -f(q) <f(q+2) -f(q+1) and Yq<Yq+l.

(v) If
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ap(m, t) ~ xq<Xq+l~aa(m, Hl)<Xq+2~ afJ(m, t+l)

where t~m, that is, xq and Xq+l are in A Rmt and Xq+2 is in ALm(Hlh

then we have

a.l(q+!) -a.l(q) ~a.l(q+2)-a.l(q+l) +i
=aa(m,t+l) -a.l(q+l) +a.l(q+2) -aa(m,H1) +i

or, equivalently,

(J(q+ 1) - f(q»d ~ (a (m, t+ 1) - f(q+ l»d
+ (f(q+2) -a(m, t+1» (d+j) +i.

By the lemma case 5) and we get

f(q+1) -f(q) ~f(q+2) -f(q+1) and Yq<Yq+1'

(vi) Finally, if

ap(m,t) ~xq<aa(m,t+l) ~Xq+l<Xq+2~ap(m,t+1)

then we can apply the previous lemma case 6) and obtain

f(q+1) -f(q) ~f(q+2)-f(q+1) and Yq<Yq+1'

Now assume that IX nA Rmm I~3 and so there exist three consecutive
elements XW , Xw+h Xw+2 of x in ARmm. By case (ii)

f(w+1) -few) ~f(w+2)-f(w+1)

and so

2(f(w+1) -few»~ ~f(w+1)-few) +f(w+2) -f(w+1)
=f(w+2) -few) ~m.

Thus f(w+1) -few) ~ (1/2)m and Yw= (J(w+l) -f(w»d~ (1/2)md
= (1/2) m4, the half diameter of ARmm•

We claim, for any u<w and xtI~aa(m.l), that YtI~Yw'

Proof of claim: Since XELM ,., we have YtI~Yw+i. We may write
YtI=t(d+j) +vd and Yw=qd and get t(d+j) +vd~qd+i. If t>O(resp.
t=O), then we apply the previous lemma case 4) (resp. case 2» and
get Y.~Yw'

By this claim we conclude that for any u~wand Xu ~ aa(m, 1) we have
Yu~Yw~ (1/2)m4= (1/2) diameter of ARmt~ (1/2) diameter of A Lmt for
t=1,2, ..•, m.

Hence, for any t~m, ARmt and A Lmt each contain at least two elem
ents of X.

Therefore we conclude that:
By cases (iii) and (iv) above, if xqEAfmt and Xq+2EAt., then
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f(q+1) -f(q) <f(q+2) -f(q+1).
By cases (v) and (vi), if xqEA~mt and Xq+2EAf.,<t+1) then f(q+1)

-f(q) -:{,f(q+2) -f(q+1).

By cases (i) and (ii) if xq, Xq+l. Xq+2 E A Lmt or Xq, Xq+h Xq+2 E A Rmt,
then f(q+1) -f(q) -:{,f(q+2) -f(q+1).

Now if we let XSg be an element of X such that xSgEA~ and
XSg+2EAfmq for q=1,2, "', m. Then we have for q=l, 2, "', m-l,

f(sq+ 1) - f(sq) <f(Sq+1+1) - f(sq+l)'

Therefore we get

l-:{,f(Sl+1) -f(Sl) <f(S2+1) -f(S2) <···<f(sm+1) -f(sm)
-:{,f(w+1) -few) -:{, (l/2)m.

Since there are m -1 strict inequalities, we get a contradiction. There
fore we conclude that IX nA Rmm I -:{, 2.

Finally we show that AEt[LMJ. Suppose that A=X1 UX2 U",UXn

where XsELM; for s=l, 2, ···,n. Since ARmm=Ur~l(ARmmnXi)' forany
m with m3>m2+m and m>j, we- have

mIARmml-:{,L:;~r1ARmmnXil-:{'2n.

Thus m is bounded above, a contradiction.

_ COROLLARY 15. For all i~O, [LMJ ~ [LJ. In particular [L1J~ [Ll

PROPOSITION 16. [L2J~ [L1J.
Proof. Obviously [L2JC [L1J. Strictness is proved by observing that

{w} ELI but {w} Et [[L2J.

At this point we have completed the proofs of all diagrams given at
the beginning of this section. Some further interesting inclusions conce
rning L 1 follow.

PROPOSITION 17. Li~ [L'j'].

Proof. Let A= {n2} and B= {n2+ I}. Then A U BE [L1JC [L'j']. But
AU B is not lacunary. Thus AU BEtLi.

Finally we will prove [LrJ ~ [L'j']. First, we define some terms and
prove a lemma.

DEFINITION 3. Let {an} =A be a sequence and (a., as+h "', aHr) be a
part of {an}.

If (d., d S+h "', ds+r - 1) is a strictly decreasing sequence, where d i=
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aj+l-aj, then we say that (as, as+h "', as+r) is- a consecutive descending
wave of length r+ 1 in A. Further, the dt are called the (decreasing)
steps of the wave. (Note that definition of descending wave in [IJ is
more general.)

LEMMA 18. There exists a function fen) (depending only on n) such
that, for any sets A h A2, "', AnELh and for any consecutive descending
wave X in A IUA2U···UAm IXIs,f(n).

Proof. We take f(I) =2 which clearly works.

Suppose there exists f(n-I) such that for any Ah A2, "', An- l in
Lh and any consecutive descending wave X in Al U A2U ... U An-I, we
have IXI s,f(n-I).

Let A-AI U A2U .•• U An- l and B= {bltl =An where Ah A 2, "', AnELI·
Further let

WU = {aEA : bu<a<bu+ll ,
Vu= {cEAUB : bus,cs,bu+ll.

Suppose that X is a consecutive descending wave in AUB, VucX and
V u+1 C X, then we prove that IWul <IW U+1I.

Let el>e2>"'>eq+1>cI>C2>"'>CP+I be the decreasing steps of the
consecutive descending wave V uU V U+h where IWul =q and IWu+ll = p.
Since BELh (q+ l)eq+ls,el +e2+'" +eq+l=bu+1-bus,bu+2-bu+l=CI+C2
+"'+Cp+IS, (P+1)CI«p+I)eq+I' Therefore q+l<p+1 and so q<p.

Next we show, if X c AU B is a consecutive descending wave then
IxnBI s,f(n-1) +2.

Suppose, otherwise, that IXnBI>f(n-I)+2. Let {bnbr+h "',bsl =
xnB, where s2r+f(n-l) +2. Then VkCX for all rs,ks,s-l. By
the above, os, IWrl <I Wr+d <···<1 Ws-t1, thus we have IWs-d 2S
r-I2f(n-1) +1>f(n-1) which is a contradiction since Ws- I is a
consecutive descending wave in A.

Finally, let X be a descending wave of AU B. Again, writing
XnB= {bnbr+h ···,bsl, we get XcHU VrU"'U Vs-IUJ where Hand
J are the (possibly empty) consecutive descending waves in A nX
which come before br and after bs respectively. Thus IXI s, IHI + IJI +
L:i:~1 Vii s, (f(n-1) +3) (f(n-I) +2) and so we can set fen) = (f(n
1) +2) (f(n-I) +3).
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PROPOS1TlON 19. [LI ] ~ [Ln.

Proof. Let

B n= (n2, (n-l)n, (n-2)n, ..•, 2n, n),

(dJ = (Bl> B2, •••, B'l' "'),
{an} where an=l+dI+···+dn- 1 for n=I,2, 3, "',
Wm=(m,m, "',m), with m(m+l)/2 repititions of m,
(Ym) = (WI, W2, "', Wp, •••) = (1,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,3,3,4, ...),
{xn} where X m=1+YI+Y2+"'+Ym-1 for m=1,2···.

Then {xn} ELI and {an} C {xn}. Thus {an} ELi C [Li]' Since {an}
contains arbitray long consecutive descending waves, by the previous
lemma, {an} f/=. [LI]. Thus [LI] ~ [Ln.
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